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ellow is the color of harmony, healing, positivity,
and most importantly… the sun. We felt it was only
appropriate to mirror this semester’s weather (minus
the pollen) in the color of the issue which would then,
in turn, hopefully spread these other associations to!
We hope that the sun, shining down on you as you
read this issue brings you optimism and strength for
these last few weeks of term. This last semester has
been full of deadlines, but also full of creative juices
flowing, as this MUSE issue is here to prove! As
always, several of our creative students submit their
work to share with us.
This edition is full of creative writing, mainly
poetry, as well as a piece of prose, hot out of the
Creative Writing Club oven called “Two Truths”. An
anonymous translation of Shakespeare’s Sonnet
23 has also been published here, so have a look to
read an interesting take! There is also a collection of
poetry and photographs by Jonita Simmons that are
also exposed in the artwork exhibition on the walls
between the English and Philosophy departments.
Our issue also has two interviews, one of our new
MER2 in Medieval Literature, Rory Critten, and one
of our new Première Assistante in Linguistics, Maria
Rosa. Head on over to pages 3 and 12 respectively to
find out more about them!
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Interview with Rory Critten
Muriel Salamin

R

ory Critten joined the English Department
in autumn 2017. He is originally from
England and has taught in Germany, Bern, and
Fribourg. Specializing in medieval literature,
he is also a huge RuPaul’s Drag Race fan,
so if you want to know more about him, keep
reading!
Can you describe yourself a little bit?

my BA in Cambridge and my MA in London.
I got into medieval because I had a very
charismatic medieval teacher. I suppose that’s
what grabbed me. We started out reading texts
by Marie de France. Last term I taught a class
on the Breton Lay, including a few texts by
Marie: I was hoping to hook Lausanne students
into medieval in the same way that I’d been
hooked back when I started studying!

Well, I grew up in England and I’ve been living So what interested you in medieval literature?
in Switzerland for about
10 years on and off...
Initially, I suppose, it was
Ummh. What do you
the teacher. The thing
mean, like a professional
that continually draws
description?
me back to medieval
texts, though, is that
Like your hobbies?Just
there are moments
to get to know you.
where the identification
you feel with the
Oh, like what do I do
characters or with the
when I’m not working!
author or with a situation
Well, I like to cook, I like to
is total: you can see
go hiking, I enjoy reading
yourself there. And then
a lot in my free time
there are other moments
still (things that aren’t
where the experience
medieval). My huge
seems entirely alien.
passion at the moment
So there’s this constant
is RuPaul’s Drag Race.
chopping and changing
I’m completely obsessed
in our reactions to what
with that. I have a bunch
we’re
dealing
with.
of friends and we’re all
That is what I think is
so obsessed with it. We
exciting about medieval
watch it together every
literature.
Image: © Rory Critten
Friday at the moment.
What brought you to Lausanne? Because I
That sounds so fun! I may come back to that know you also teach in Fribourg, right?
later if that’s ok with you?
Oh, I teach in lots of places! I finished my PhD
Yes please, do!
in the Netherlands and I taught first of all in
Germany for a year, then I got a job teaching
Can you talk about your academic path and temporarily in Bern, then I got a job teaching
why did you choose medieval over literature or in Fribourg and I still teach one course a
linguistics for example?
semester there. I got an assistant position in
Bern in 2015 and then I got the position here.
Well I started out studying French, actually, in I’m very happy to be in Lausanne.
England, and I spent time in Paris as well. I did
3
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How do you find the English department?

literature, so maybe literature in general?

I really love it. The people here are so friendly
and open. There is one thing that I particularly
enjoy about being here and it’s these lunchtime
lectures that they have on Wednesdays. They
are also open to students. What’s good about
them is that you have a 45 minutes presentation
from someone in the department or from a
visitor to the department and it could be on a
topic that you know or on something that you
don’t know anything about. They are normally
very engaging, and I think it’s a place where
you can meet your colleagues socially but also
intellectually. It’s events like that that I really
enjoy here. Not every English department
has this kind of thing. There’s a great mix of
intellectual and social community here.

There are so many people that I might say…
There is not one person that stands out that I
identify myself with.

Did you have time to have a look around the
city? What do you think about it?
I live in Zurich but this semester I’m spending
a night a week in Lausanne and I have got
to see a little more of the town and to spend
some weekends here as well. I’ve been to
the cathedral, seen the rosary window in the
cathedral, and done my medieval tour. I went
to the Musée d’Art Brut a couple of months ago
too, which is amazing. We don’t have anything
like that in Zurich. Lausanne is just beautiful. It
doesn’t hurt that it’s so close to the lake!

Certainly. You have to do that if you’re teaching
medieval studies. I know it’s interesting but not
everybody else does. You need to think of a
way to sell it and hopefully draw people in.
Those same things that we like about Lady
Gaga or about Britney Spears are to be found
and to be enjoyed in medieval texts. So it’s a
bit like advertising.

So you told me that you read a lot: what do you
read in your free time?
I try to read quite a lot in translation, so I’m
reading a Catalan novel in English at the
moment, called Private Life. It’s about life in
Barcelona in the early 20th century. Everybody
seems quite depraved, so that’s engaging.
About the titles of your classes: How did you
come up with this idea of taking them from pop
culture? Was it to attract more students?

Do you think that medieval literature can still
reflect on today’s society? Is it still relatable
now?

Who is your favorite medieval figure? Or Oh, yes. The practical reason for giving classes
character? Or author?
pop culture names is to interest students
but I think it’s also a demonstration of the
Oh… Such a difficult question. I guess I have connections that we can make between the
to say Chaucer, but I’m not going to say that past and the present.
because that’s too obvious… I suppose the
figure that was at the heart of my doctoral Just to come back to RuPaul’s Drag Race:
thesis and the figure that’s at the heart of my What did you think about All Stars 3?
first book, which will be out soon, is a writer
called Thomas Hoccleve, who writes that he I don’t really like the All Stars seasons. I
has suffered a period of insanity, and that his mean like them, of course. I’ve watched them
recovery is being made more difficult because religiously. But I don’t like the All Stars seasons
no one believes that he is really better. He’s so much because nobody really has anything
an author that I found really engaging when I to lose. On the seasons where everybody is
was starting out my doctoral research and he’s fresh, people have to prove themselves and
stuck with me since then.
on the All Stars seasons sometimes it’s just a
bit too friendly. I thought it was so obvious that
Do you identify to one character or author? I Trixie was going to win.
think it can be quite hard to find in medieval
4
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Last question: Who is your favorite queen?
I was a huge Alaska fan, and I still am. But I
didn’t like it when she had her huge meltdown
in season 2 of All Stars. I saw her perform live
in New York. There is this little theatre where
the drag queens all go and perform. I had
a front row seat and as part of Alaska’s act,
she fell into the audience… and she fell on to
me. I was on my own, so there was no one to
take a picture. But the memory of the event is
engraved on my heart!
I was thinking about teaching a class about
drag, actually, looking at men impersonating
women from Chaucer to Shakespeare. I think
we’re used to the idea that drag is ridiculous, or
comic, but drag can be quite profound too, as
it is sometimes on RuPaul’s Drag Race. This
must have been the case on Shakespeare’s
stage. You can’t really imagine a ridiculous
Desdemona or a ridiculous Ophelia. There
must have been the capacity for pathos in boy
acting. This all seems worth investigating to
me.
That sounds so interesting, it makes me want
to take that class! Thank you for this interview.
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Creative Writing – Poetry

A Second Chance
Antonino Mangiaracina

Image: © ‘‘Fire in the Sky’’ by John Haslam (licensed under CC BY 2.0). https://flic.kr/p /6c2nP2
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Moon Thoughts
Antonino Mangiaracina

It is a Sunday night, the lights are out,
Each man, asleep, is deep into a dream.
In all my years, not once have I heard a shout:
No daring sound impedes the night’s regime.
I wait among the stars, if stars there are,
The clouded sky may cheat your dormant eyes,
My light will always shine upon from far:
The moon will never rest until she dies.
Wake up! I cry, can you not see the light?
Reality has lost her grip on you,
While fantasies and dreams have tied you tight.
But hope there is: revolt and rouse anew.
Be brave and you will see how life can be,
Be scared and only dreams will ever be free.

Image: © ‘‘moony’’ by dorthrithil (licensed under CC0). https://flic.kr/p/pdG221
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Relic at Night. Present.

Creative Writing – Poetry
Blanche Darbord

Behind the stark glass
Of the relic’s case
Stuck on the side of its
Fish bowl reads
A sign:
“Caution…		
do not touch”
and I wonder…
Shall I touch this parchment old,
Risk my veins to flow in ink?
Image: © ‘‘Chrysanthemum and the Moon’’ by Utagawa Hiroshige (in the public domain). https://
arthive.com/artists/2677~Utagawa_Hiroshige/works/326158~Chrysanthemum_ and_the_moon

From an ancient bleeding pen
Ran ink dark as midnight deep,
Red as upturned dewy lips
Printing bloody love consumed.
Wine stained the parchment
Wet. The pen slid
Over ridges, painting
A scenery of emperors
And realm of planets
Fiery. In the closing paper dry
(In my trembling hands) a cry.
From an ancient mourning eye
Fell tears blue as creamy sky
Purple prints like bruises bloomed
Upon a parchment old…moons.
A hand has brushed it thus
The parchment
Withered. Yellowed. Its fragrance:
Rotten.
But
‘tis all right.
We cannot smell it, now.
For that bleeding ink
Has ceased to flow
For these beating hearts
Have ceased to love.
8

Shall I love again?
Perhaps not.
‘tis wiser anyway
To remain safe at bay
Than plunge in currents
Red with blood, her lips
Salty with eyes
…
Echoing hearts
The museum doors are signed:
“Closed”
‘Tis night. Again.
The avenue is
Deserted
Taxis circulate:
Empty shells
Driven by remotes
Far away.
Nothing to see here. Or there.
But beneath my finger
Palpitates: a love
Consumed. Burning
Buried in an encased
Painting.
“Caution…do not touch”.

Creative Writing – Poetry
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Firebird
Lara Pitteloud

So vivid, bright and proud you stand on stage:
A fervent bird prepared to serve his art,		
To spread his wings and leave inertia’s cage;
The sternum fairly warm to move you startSissonne, Jeté, the leaps intensely fire
The space, both knees you bend, then legs extend,
Stravinsky’s breath beneath the feet you gyre
And out of reach to wholeness you ascend.
But once behind the curtain, on the floor,
Your grace consumed, you feel the burning pain;
With folded arms, head down, you cannot soar.
Now frozen wounds your sacred body chain.
Rebirth for him, for you no such success:
Your ashes will stay cold and motionless.

Image: © ‘‘Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater’s Clifton Brown in Maurice Bejart’s Firebird’’ by Christopher Duggan
(licensed under CC BY-NC-ND). http://pressroom.alvinailey.org/file?fid=57119857dfc2a546ab14f9ef
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Dream Lover
It is hard to decide
Whether you love someone.
It is hard to decide
Whether you should be loved.
I go to sleep full of doubts.
I wake up, one thing is locked:
I love.
So close, so mine,
Everything I want happens Happiness in another world.
Everything is fake.
Hell in only one word.
But at least, once awake,
I love.

Image: © Antoine Klotz

Antoine Klotz

Anchored

Image: © Laure Cepl

Laure Cepl

Steady as the sun sets, my passions float away in the fading light.
In this hot summer day, cool teardrops come splashing down my cheeks.
They make one with the waves.
Is it the strong winds or my sobs that make breathing so uneasy?
Everything seems to sail on while my heart is still anchored in this harbour called
«Hope».
10
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She and the Sea
Laure Cepl
There, a hidden treasure - the most precious of all,

So much to see in this sea, even more to feel –

The one that men from the past have been longing for,

The smoothness of this Caribbean amber grass,

But she never let them in, crushing, destroying,

Tangling around my fair legs, stroking them softly.

Their boats against the sharp rocks. Wrecks made of her

On the submarine land, shines a myriad of stars.

wrath,
They lie motionless, blinded by the reflections of the shells.
A reminder for the sailors to remember

Coloured conchs - rainbow halos in the darkness.

Not to venture to explore those sacred waters.

I can hear a concerto of Silence’s echoes.

Her waves foam restlessly, heart guarded by monsters.

Surprised by these strong sensations from the unknown,

In front of her fury, aware of the danger,
Bubbles escape from my mouth, like jellyfishes.
I recite my prayers, and beg her for mercy.

Shape-shifting while rising slowly to the surface.

“Oh Ceto, sea Goddess, your love is an ocean,

They tickle my arms as I go deeper. Deeper

Merciless! In the midnight blue, I sail to you...”

In her cosmos, in her mysterious universe.

Far from safety, I drift on her stormy body.
A greedy desire grasped my rib cage. The pressure
Impossible to resist her fierce ocean eyes.

Is so strong. How long can my lungs yet hold on?

Powerful whirlpools, protected by Charybdis

This insatiable lust is filling up my body.

They attract me, like the spellbinding Sirens’ chants.

I will stay until my arms are sore from swimming,

I gaze at them, hypnotized by their bice vortex.
Until my last breath, until I drown.
Surrender, while they drag me to the Underworld.

When the tide brings me back to her long-stretched shores,

I slide to her sleek coral reef to the bottom,

As I lay my head on her warm, sandy islands.

More eager than ever to explore her dark caves.

I have a salty taste on my lips, on my tongue.

Abyss, form of an anchor, I am bound to her.
Image: © ‘‘Water Sea Churning Turquoise Dark’’ free-photo (licensed under CC0). http://pixabay.com/photo-1246527/
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Interview with Maria Rosa
Andrea Grütter

“

I love the posters!” Maria Rosa joined our
English Department as a Maître Assistante in
linguistics last semester, so MUSE interviewed
her to find out a little bit more about this fresh,
new face!
Could you describe yourself in a few words?
You said this was going to be easy!
I’m a sociolinguist, and I’m interested in
multilingualism, mobility, and social exclusion,
especially in a migration context. I’m also
interested in multilingual language teaching
and learning. At the moment, I’m very interested
in understanding how we create post-national
identity through languages. I’m multilingual
myself and I love learning new languages:
I’m currently learning German. I was raised
bilingually at home, where my mother spoke
Catalan and my father spoke Spanish, so there
were linguistic and social differences between
the families. I’m also interested in translation
in international organizations as part of my
longstanding interest in the management of
multilingualism and linguistic policy in NGOs,
charities and the like. But this is not describing
who I am, this is describing what I do. So, I’m a
sociolinguist, I’m multilingual… What else? I’m
cheerful, I would say. I try to stay optimistic and
smile at people and that sort of thing.
You kind of answered this, but the first part of
the second question was going to be: Can you
talk to me a little about your interests? So, I
think that’s covered. Can you talk about the
academic path you took?

Ah, I know that! I can answer that!
I was raised bilingually and educated bilingually
for 12 years. I think I knew I wanted to study
English and especially linguistics when I was
8 or 9 because I really admired my English
teacher. After high school, I started studieswhich
were called Llicenciatura en Filologia Anglesa
at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, and
it’s similar to what you have here. When I was
20 I decided I wanted to go for a PhD because
12

I also admired my professors: role models are
very important in my life.
For my PhD, I stayed at this university because
I had received a scholarship, and got two shortterm mobility grants. I went to the university of
Chicago to the department of Anthropology to
train myself in ethnographic methods, linguistic
ideologies and the history of ideas of language.
And that’s when I wrote my thesis proposal.
Then I did my fieldwork in Barcelona and
London, so I went to King’s College London, I
got my PhD in 2014.
For my postdoc project, I wanted to look at the
humanitarian sector and multilingualism in that
sector. More specifically, I wanted to look at the
linguistic management of mobile personnel. So
Switzerland was the place to be. I got a Swiss
Excellence Scholarship to work as a postdoc
researcher at the Institute of Multilingualism
in Fribourg because it was about Switzerland,
the global impact of Switzerland, and one of
the hallmarks of Switzerland: the International
Committee of the Red Cross. I did that for a year
(2015-2016) and then I decided that I wanted
to stay here. In ethnography, when you work
with people, it is very hard to tell when you’re
going to be able to gather data, for example.
Since my research project was only starting, I
decided to stay and I got a short postdoctoral
grant at the Institute of Multilingualism to
continue the postdoc project. Then I became a
sort of associate lecturer, a chargée de cours in
Fribourg, which I had also been a year before
during my scholarship. So, I had to teach in
French, which was a huge challenge: I had to
script everything. Then I got this position here,
so I started last August, and I’m very happy to
be here.
I don’t even have to ask you half the questions
anymore.
You see, I speak a lot, it’s great to interview
me!
It’s perfect! You talked about how your English
teacher brought you to be interested in English,

Interview

what brought you to linguistics?
You know the answer: my professors. The
person who became my PhD supervisor: I
listened to her and I thought, “Wow man, that’s
who I want to be when I grow up”. Also, during
my Erasmus year and my optional courses at
UAB, I was in touch with a few sociolinguists
who had a different view of linguistics: more
social-based like language and gender, or
methodologies like conversation analysis. So
that really interested me because when I first
started linguistics it was very dry for me, it was
Chomsky and syntax and I was really good
at it and I enjoyed it, but I probably wouldn’t
have gone all the way to my PhD. Also, the
fact that I come from Catalonia, where issues
of language, culture, nationhood, all of that, is,
you know… You enter any café in Barcelona
and it’s all about language and politics and
the politics of language. It really spoke to me,
whereas phonetics, syntax, morphology was
fun, I love trees, I love teaching that, but it
wasn’t what I would have gone for, I guess.
Image: © Maria Rosa
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How are you enjoying Lausanne and the
department and the city?
I love it! I don’t know the city that well because
I live in Vevey. I think it’s beautiful to be by
the lake. I fell in love with the lake when I first
came to Switzerland in 2010. The first time I
came to the department I thought everyone
was so smiling, so enthusiastic. I know it’s a
stupid thing, but I really liked the fact that there
were colorful posters. I love the posters! And I
saw one with Harry Potter and I was like, yay!
It already tells you what the department is like,
what the people are like. I feel like I can knock
on somebody’s door and I know that he or she
is going to try to help me, and that has been
the case. I really like the flat hierarchy in a way.
Everyone is really lively and enthusiastic and
willing to help. I wouldn’t have survived without
them, I really like the spirit of collaboration.
How do you enjoy teaching here?
Well, for one it’s in my favorite language,
it’s in English. What I like about Lausanne

13
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is that they have allowed me to create my
courses from scratch. It’s really different from
other places. I’m really passionate about it. I
always try to connect what I’m teaching to my
research interest and my research expertise
and this is something I can do here. I feel like
I’m contributing more to my students’ progress,
critical awareness and learning process in
general. I really like this connection. Another
thing I like here is the students. I like that the
students are enthusiastic, approachable and
they seem to like what I teach. They engage
with what I teach, they participate, which is
not the case in Catalonia. But it’s cultural, in
Catalonia you’re not supposed to stand out.
So now, a little less serious: do you have any
secret talents, passions or hobbies that we
don’t know about?
I really like Bollywood. I dance to Bollywood
songs and do choreography with lots of dancers.
That’s something I started doing while I was
in my 2nd year doing my PhD. It’s a passion,
really. I like this idea of a group, not dancing
alone but coordinating with the others. I also
love the pretty dresses, I must admit. I like this
idea of rehearsing with a group, meeting every
week to learn a new song. We sometimes
meet to watch movies at my place or someone
else’s place and then comment on maybe the
music, aesthetics, or the social issues about
India that are in the movies. So yeah, it’s one
of my secret talents.
So, are Bollywood films your favorite films?
I would say so, yeah. I was about to say
these are the only ones I watch, but I watch
some others sometimes: independent French
movies, the odd Hollywood movie here and
there, but it’s mostly that, yeah.
Last question: if you could wake up one day
and be able to speak any language in the
world, which language would you choose and
why?
I would speak Japanese, because I’m a big fan
of anime and manga and I love that country. I
find it daunting. I mean, I’m already in my 30s
14
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and I don’t have much time: I don’t think I could
learn Japanese like that, it’s going to take me a
few years. Quite a few years. This is something
I’ve always wanted to do: it was on my to-do
list after my thesis.
Thank you very much for agreeing to be
interviewed!
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Shakespeare’s Sonnet 23 / Trans. ‘Français en Amour’
Trans. Anonymous

Sonnet 23
As an unperfect actor on the stage,
Who with his fear is put besides his part;
Or some fierce thing, replete with too much rage,
Whose strength’s abundance weakens his own heart;
So I, for fear of trust, forget to say
The perfect ceremony of love’s right,
And in mine own love’s strength seem to decay,
O’ercharged with burden of mine own love’s might:
O let my books be then the eloquence
And dumb presagers of my speaking breast,
Who plead for love, and look for recompense,
More than that tongue that more hath more expressed:
O learn to read what silent love hath writ!
To hear with eyes belongs to love’s fine wit.
Duncan-Jones, Katherine (ed.). Shakespeare’s Sonnets. London: Arden Shakespeare, 2007.

‘Français en Amour’

Image: © Author’s

Comme un imparfait acteur sur le stage,
Qui vec son peur est mu hors de son part ;
Ou un sombre chose, rempli vec trop grand rage,
Dont force’s abondance faiblit son propre cœur ;
Comme ça je, pour peur de foi, oublie dire
Le parfait ceremony d’amour’s jeu,
Et dans mon propre amour’s force semble languir,
Comblé vec braise de mon propre amour’s feu :
O laisse mes livres etre alors l’eloquence
Et muet presagers de mon parlant foyer,
Qui brule pour love, et voit pour recompense,
Plus que cette langue que plus a plus forgé :
O sache lire quoi silent amour ecrit !
Vec yeux entendre rechauffe amour’s ardent esprit.
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Two Truths
Sorcha Walsh

“So, is it going to be two truths and a lie or two lies and a truth?” Mr Cooper asked. He was
somewhat uneasy at his wife’s idea of a “fun Saturday night in.” After all, what was there that
she didn’t know about him?
“Two truths,” Mrs Cooper responded confidently. “And I’ll start.”
She gazed off into the middle distance for a moment, considering her first move.
“First: in high school, I played Glinda in Wicked. Second: I am still technically just two credit
hours away from a bachelor’s degree in psychology. Third,” and here she paused, sucking on
the inside of her cheek, “I never gave Richard’s engagement ring back.”
Mr Cooper was silent. Richard, Richard, Richard. It had to be about him, didn’t it? It always came
back to Richard in the end. Richard who she had nearly married, Richard who was a foot taller
than him, Richard who had left her miserable, Richard who he had never met but felt he knew.
Emily had met him a mere two weeks after Richard left her and he had never been able to rid
himself of the fear that he more Emily’s way of getting back at Richard than anything else. Her
ex-fiancé, after all, while handsome, was a high-school dropout, and had somehow been fired
from his own father’s welding company. He, Daniel, was a financial analyst and went to an airconditioned office every day wearing a suit and tie. So it would have to come back to Richard in
the end.
“The third one is the lie.” He said, not seeming quite as confident as he had in his head.
“Actually,” Emily said breezily, seemingly unaware of the pin she had just pulled out of a grenade,
“It’s the second one. I was three credits away from my degree.”
Mr Cooper’s jaw hardened. It was his turn, then.
“First: I was a vegetarian for two years in high school. Second: I once had a pierced ear. Third”
and now it was his turn to hesitate. He was still beside himself. Why would his wife once again
remind him of the sorest point in their marriage? “Third: I want children, and that’s very important
to me.”
He froze, realising his mistake, and prayed to God his wife thought that the third one was a lie.
Why would he say such a thing? He had never, not for a minute, wanted children, had always
found the idea terrifying. He had known, from the first day they met, that Emily did not want and
was not able to have them. It was two lies and a truth after all, then.
Mrs Cooper, too, was rooted to the spot. He hoped for her to say, “it’s the third one” in the
triumphant tone she reserved for getting the better of him. Instead, her gaze met his with steely
resolve.
“It’s the first one, and I know it. Why would you not tell me you want children?”
Her voice was perfectly level, which was far worse than if she had been hysterical.
16
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“You know what, Daniel? Never mind. Firstly: you are the first man I ever slept with. Secondly:
you are the only man I have ever slept with. Thirdly,” and she paused to sharply inhale, every
one of her muscles taut like a crossbow string, “I slept with your father.”
Mr Cooper stood up abruptly, knocking his glass of wine on to the carpet. Neither one of them
noticed.
“I’ve know the second one was a lie for years now, Emily. Did you think I didn’t notice? The
sneaking around? The cologne I’d never wear on your pillowcase? The way you look at me
sometimes, like you’re sorry for me? I’ve never wronged you in my life, and I know, and I’ve
known for a long time.” He spoke quickly, with a tone that was somewhat less measured than he
imagined, his eyes half turned towards the ground.
Emily seemed, for the first time in their marriage, genuinely shocked by something her husband
had said. She didn’t have time to even consider a response before Daniel continued.
“First: I didn’t lose the cufflinks you got me for our fifth anniversary, I sold them the month when
the utility company threatened to turn our water off. Second: you are the only woman I’ve ever
had eyes for, and being without you might kill me. Third: I love you.”
Mrs Cooper did not even attempt to guess where the lie was before she stood up, snapped the
curtains shut, and rounded on her husband, each word articulated with all the care of a sniper.
“First: the father of the miscarriage was your golf buddy Alan. Second: after the miscarriage, I
went to Alan’s again. Third, if you continue looking at me like some wounded puppy” she spat
this last word like it was a bad grape, “if you don’t react in some way, I will leave tonight, and I
swear, Daniel, I will go straight to your father’s house.”
Still, Mr Cooper did not react externally. He sat
back down on the sofa.
“The third one is a lie. You’re going to stay here
and we’re going to talk this out.”
Mrs Cooper’s shoulders relaxed. That was it, then.
“There’s nothing left to talk out, Dan,” she said.
She pecked him on the lips, although he did not
respond, did not place his hand on her waist.
He watched his wife leave with just her handbag
under her arm, hoping she would look back at him
or pause at the door. The door quietly shut behind
Mrs Cooper, and her husband found himself alone
in their house, which was suddenly larger and
emptier than he remembered.

Image: © ‘‘Wine Session 2’’ by Katerina Ko (licensed
uder CC BY 2.0). https://flic.kr/p/ppSFqw
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Saudade Reflections: ‘On Apprehension’

Image: © Jonita Simmons

Jonita Simmons

It sits there
Quietly sulking Eyes

Until I
Chicken out
First -

Down cast Glancing
My way

Turn away
Look out
The window

Every
So often Staring

Pretend
This
Knowledge

At me
In silent
Reproach -

Is no
Child
Of mine
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Saudade Revelations: ‘I Had You’

Image: © Jonita Simmons

Jonita Simmons

Once
Borrowed you
For awhile -

Returned
You after
With

The same
As one
Would

Only
A few bent
Pages -

A book
From
The library -

A slightly
Dented cover Though

No great
Damage
Done
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Saudade Reckonings: ‘The Company Man’
Jonita Simmons

He was too good Unable to defend
Himself

Slapped him
On the back Then stepped

For him to do
Or be anything
Else -

In a world
That treasured
The hard & cruel -

Right over him
Again - as if
He was only

Being too good,
Unable to defend
Himself

Showed no mercy
To the meek And how

An object Something to be
Used by them

A company man
First - gentle man
Last

He suffered,
Brow-beaten
And abused

Wherever they
Needed - still,
He never gave in -

Like a dog’s tail,
Worried to death
By the hyenas

Always had a
Smile, kind word,
Turned the other

And wolves
Who - thinking
Him weak -

Cheek instead,
Even when from
Both he bled -

Got fat
As they fed
Upon his

Not knowing
How the angels
Beat their breasts

Kindness Though
Gluttony

Wailed,
Angrily wept
In his stead

The mildest
Of their sins These men

Not because
He was a religious
Man -

That After cleaning
Their teeth

Nor the fact
That that’s what
The bible said -

With the bones
Of his good will Casually

But because
It was just not
Possible you see -

Image: © Jonita Simmons
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Saudade Recollections: ‘Selamanya Teman’

Image: © Jonita Simmons

Jonita Simmons

I remember
How we used
To love -

Like its
Sea lilies
We were -

The days
When it
Flowed as

Strange
Beautiful
Exotic things -

Freely
Seemed
As sacred

Or the wild
Monkeys
Of Ubud -

As the sacred
Waters of the
Ulun Danu -

Sister souls
Or so I thought We weren’t
21

I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o’er vales
and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the
trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the
breeze.

Image: © ‘‘Narcissus’’ by Dan Marsh (licensed under CC BY 2.0) - https://flic.kr/p/bFEBwZ

Continuous as the stars that
shine
And twinkle on the milky way,
They stretched in never-ending
line
Along the margin of a bay:
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly
dance.
The waves beside them danced;
but they
Out-did the sparkling waves
in glee:
A poet could not but be gay,
In such a jocund company:
I gazed—and gazed—but little
thought
What wealth the show to me
had brought:
For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with
pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.
William Wordsworth

